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Test

1.  

24 °C

Sivas is - - - - than Bolu.

Which of the following does NOT complete 
the sentence?

A) more crowded  B)  hotter

C) larger  D) colder

2.  

Which of the following words CANNOT you 
use in any of the sentences above?

A) skipping  B)  playing

C) riding  D) feeding

3.                  

Which of the following is NOT suitable for 
the board?

A)  quiet

B)   small houses

C)   cheap

D)  a lot of skyscrapers

4.  
Ryan

Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the information?

A) Ryan is shorter than James.

B)  James is slimmer than Ryan.

C)  Ryan is taller than James.

D) James is younger than Ryan.

5.  

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) playing games

B)  taking care of the plants

C)  listening to my favourite band

D) �ying a kite

6.  

Sumi is - - - - care of her sister.

Which of the following completes the 
sentence?

A) taking  B) playing

C) doing  D) feeding



7.  Gabriel  : I am studying.

Dorothy  :  I am playing on the monkey bar.

Jessica  :  I am playing badminton.

Daisy   :   I am selling balloons.

Match the students with the activities they 
are doing. Find the ODD one.

A)   B) 

C)    D) 

8.  

Which of the following is the CORRECT 
order?

A) preparing the barbecue, knitting, doing 
cleaning

B)  doing cleaning, preparing the barbecue, 
knitting

C)  preparing the barbecue, doing cleaning, 
knitting

D) doing cleaning, knitting, preparing the 
barbecue

9.  Sally      :  The buildings are higher.

Pamela  :  There is always a tra�ic jam.

Nancy  :  It is very crowded.

Jade   :   People are busier and the streets are 
noisier.

Which of the following places are they 
talking about?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 

10.  
I S Q U

L Z D G Q Y C

U U R T

S Y Z S

I L X B

D T

Which of the following is NOT mentioned in 
the puzzle?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 


